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The Birth of a Maritime Village
The opening of the railway to Sale in 1878 provided access to the abundance of fish in the Gippsland Lakes for
the Melbourne market. Fishermen flocked to the Lakes to take advantage of the opportunities offered,
bringing their boats and equipment and establishing fishermen's camps in locations around the Lakes and
soon nearly sixty men were camped in what was to become Paynesville.

The steamer Tanjil passed through the McMillan Straits on its regular journey to and from Sale and collected
the baskets of fish for their journey to Melbourne. The fishing station grew as men from far and wide arrived
due to the central and convenient location. The town was then named "Paynesville" as acknowledgement of
the assistance of Colonies Fishery Officer Captain C B Payne. In a very short time the township grew to have
three hotels and several stores, with the main occupation of fishing and soon also became a pleasure resort
for visitors.
Ship building commenced and regattas were being run regularly, with each of these activities leaving a strong
mark and still visible in today's rich maritime heritage of the town. The Paynesville Slipyard has been
established for over 140 years and built and serviced some of the well‐known steamers and continues to
operate, now as the government slipyard managed by Gippsland Ports.
Paynesville remains to this day an important hub for recreational boating and tourism on the Gippsland Lakes.

Paynesville Maritime Museum
Paynesville Maritime Museum is dedicated to researching, recording and retelling the maritime heritage of
the village and surrounding area of Paynesville on the Gippsland Lakes in Victoria, Australia to offer a glimpse
of the maritime past of our town.
It operates a small museum display which tells the story of maritime Paynesville with photographs, artefacts
of the time and representations and has been the recipient of many kind donations of equipment,
memorabilia etc from local families. The museum is open on the second Sunday each month from 8.30 to
12.30 in conjunction with the Lions Club town market which makes for a full morning of activity.
The museum also has an enthusiastic group of researchers who are using modern technologies to find and
store the stories of the past, many of which find a place in The PMM Journal.
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Welcome to Issue 6 of The PMM Journal.
Paynesville Maritime Museum is dedicated to researching, recording and retelling the maritime
heritage of the village and surrounding area of Paynesville on the Gippsland Lakes in Victoria,
Australia. The PMM Journal is an important means of disseminating and making available for the
future the stories of maritime Paynesville that might otherwise never be recognised.
Please let us know your comments and preferences for The PMM Journal as only with your input can
we develop the Journal as a truly representative publication. We welcome comments and
suggestions to make our publication better enquire@pmm.org.au

CONTENTS of Issue 6:


The Steam Launch Ivanhoe: A story about a boat within a boat has been around Paynesville
for over a hundred years ‐ we validate it.



Captain Alfred Legg: Continuing our series on the captains of the Gippsland Lakes steamers.



PS Kangaroo: A paddle steamer that spent only a short time on the Lakes but which has an
important part in Paynesville history as it brought Captain Payne here in 1879.



The BLB Club and Mining Company: Nancy Fowkes takes a look at a social activity of the
1950s.



The AGA Gas Lamp for Navigation Beacons: The innovative thinking that made night
navigation feasible.



The Returns Bell: A vignette of how life was in the fishing village of Paynesville.



The Silt Jetties of the Mitchell River: A compilation of information from various sources
detailing the history and development of the famed silt jetties..



Faces and Places: Where we catch up on information arising from earlier Issues of The PMM
Journal.



List of contents Issues 1 to 6.
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1: The Ivanhoe — En Fête, Paynesville, circa 1906.

It wasn’t until October 1969 that Walter Gotch read the Story of Gippsland Shipping by Joe Bull and
Peter Williams, first published in 1966.
The experience moved the now 75 year old to put pen to paper to write and congratulate Joe on
their splendid book. Reading it had rekindled memories for Walter, of many happy times spent in
Paynesville when he was young and of the friendships and acquaintances he had made there.
Walter’s first visit to Paynesville was in 1908, when, as a fourteen year old lad he had accompanied
his father, the highly regarded maritime engineer Victor Gotch, on the first sea trial of the SS
Gippsland. Victor Gotch not only designed the vessel but was also the consulting engineer whilst
Peter Tierney and his small team of workers built her at the Paynesville Slip during 1907/8.
Then, Joe Bull was the youngest member of Peter Tierney’s team, a newly apprenticed shipwright
and presumably, this is where Walter and Joe first met.
This congratulatory letter, penned by Walter Gotch to Joe Bull in 1969, is part of the Paynesville
Maritime Museum’s collection.
In the letter, Walter fondly recalls that whilst he was serving his own apprenticeship as a shipwright
in Melbourne, that he came to Paynesville every Christmas holidays, and either stayed with the
Tierney family or the Walsh family. In the letter Walter asked Joe if he remembered,
‘the small steam launch Ivanhoe which was run by two brothers (name?) one had a ‘Duke of
York’ beard, at their guesthouse at Ocean Grange. My father took me on board to meet the
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brothers one day whilst she was at the Paynesville jetty & also to show me the inner hull by
lifting up a cover in the deck to reveal that she had been enlarged, length and beam, by
building an outer enlarged hull. She had a very neat little steam engine. Many years ago, & I
mean many, I saw her bones rotting on the bank of the canal at Sale.i
It seems quite possible that this reflection prompted Joe Bull, to include one or two sentences about
Ivanhoe in his second book, Sailing Ships and Paddle Wheels and other Gippsland Shipping, published
in 1974. On page 174, Joe Bull explains that in 1909, the Barton Brothers ran the Ocean Grange as a
guest house. The Bartons were indeed well‐known during the 1890s, and first decade or so of the
twentieth century as the successful owners and operators of the guest house there. The steam
launch Ivanhoe, was used by the Bartons to transfer their guests between the Paynesville wharf and
the Grange, and for day excursions around the back lakes. The above picture of Ivanhoe En Fête,1
was taken in about 1906, when the vessel was owned and operated by the Bartons, it shows the
carvel hulled steam launch in front of the Paynesville Hotel, with guests and staff aboard.
In Sailing Ships and Paddle Wheels, Joe says, ‘she (the Ivanhoe) was two boats!’ ‘Someone… had
built a boat round a 28 ft. fishing boat, the second hull was somehow fastened to the inner hull and
there was a space of about two feet between them. The finished boat was about forty feet long and
with a good beam and with plenty of deck space for passengers.’ ii
Joe Bull credited the Barton Bros with the building of the Ivanhoe, ‘because they always had queer
ideas.’ iii
In 1981, Neil Hansen, with access to information that now only appears to exist in the pages of his
important, Paynesville a Very Special Place, is very specific! He claims that, ‘Edward Barton
purchased this steam launch Ivanhoe from Mark Allen of Paynesville, on 23 October 1903 for £250.’
The image of the vessel shown on page 28 in Paynesville a Very Special Place is clearly the same
vessel shown above in front of the Paynesville Hotel.
Confirming much of what Bull and Hansen had already written, Elizabeth de Quincey, in her Ships
that Sailed the Gippsland Lakes, first published in 1982, adds, ‘Originally the Ivanhoe was a 28 feet
long clinker built steamboat owned by Mr Mark Allan (Sic.), who lived at Paynesville in a house with
the same name.’
Neil Hansen tells us that the Bartons carried out extensive alterations to the vessel, presumably
making her fit for purpose by encasing the steam launch, rather than just a fishing boat, in a larger
hull.
Hansen and de Quincey both nominate the 23 February 1903, as the actual day that the Ivanhoe
changed hands. However, thirteen months earlier in January 1902, the Barton Brothers began
advertising that their guests had free access to a ‘steam launch,’ and similar advertisements
continued for at least the next decade. During these years, many stories and letters appeared in
which guests recalled their journeys between Paynesville and the Ocean Grange in the Ivanhoe, but,
in the regular advertisements that were placed during this time promoting Ocean Grange, the vessel
is only ever referred to as a ‘steam launch,’ or sometimes the ‘Ocean Grange launch;’ never the
Ivanhoe!
Were Neil Hansen and Elizabeth de Quincey mistaken? Possibly, but
perhaps the Ivanhoe might have been leased to the Bartons? Or
maybe, it was a different vessel?
All good questions but, who was Mark Allen?
2: Bairnsdale Advertiser, Saturday 25
January, 1902.
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En Fête — Holding or prepared for a party!
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Mark Allen was a member of the Salvation Army and an enthusiastic flag bearer for the temperance
movement.
The Salvation Army first ‘opened fire’ in Victoria in December 1882 and by 1885 were fighting the
good fight in Bairnsdale and district. For example, in Our Paynesville Letter in the Bairnsdale
Advertiser in November 1885, it was reported that, ‘the Salvation Army are doing good work here
(Paynesville). They have reclaimed many hardened sinners. “May their shadow never grow less.”‘ iv
In December 1885, a ‘tea meeting’ in Bairnsdale commenced with an open air service, followed by a
procession to Payne’s Assembly Hall in Pyke Street, led by the Salvation Army Band. A large crowd of
young and old marched, and at 6.00 pm over 400 people sat down to a meal, followed by yet
another service that filled Payne’s Hall with an even bigger crowd.
During the second half of the 1880s and early 1890s, Mark Allen travelled throughout Victoria as an
enthusiastic advocate of temperance. Within the Salvation Army organisation, Mark Allen held the
rank of ‘Special Officer.’ Numerous newspaper reports can be found of him speaking or preaching at
Salvation Army and Wesleyan gatherings in many Melbourne suburbs as well as Beechworth,
Bendigo, Chewton, Castlemaine, Eaglehawk, Geelong, Williamstown, Bacchus Marsh and Bairnsdale.
In these reports he is invariably referred to as Special Allen. His home base was the Salvation Army
citadel in Collingwood, where his special subject was the virtue of temperance, or conversely, the
evils of drink.
For example, in November 1892, a large crowd gathered in Bairnsdale to celebrate the anniversary of
the Bairnsdale Wesleyan Church. The gathering was chaired by the leader of Paynesville’s Wesleyan
church, Mr S. J. Wilkinson, but included was, ‘a very popular representative of the Salvation Army in
the person of Mr Allan (Sic).’ In his address he provided a vivid example of the work of the Salvation
Army, and the ‘praiseworthy manner in which it dealt with (a) poor disreputable drunkard. ‘v
On 14 July, 1891, Our Paynesville Letter in the Bairnsdale Advertiser reported that, ‘Moved by the
salubrity of the climate of this place (Paynesville), and also by the beauty of its scenery, a prominent
member of the Salvation Army has purchased the property belonging to Mr Carstairs.’ Elizabeth de
Quincey says in Ships that Sailed the Gippsland Lakes that Mark Allen lived in Paynesville in a house
named Ivanhoe. It is thought that this house, long since demolished, was located on the Esplanade
between Main Road and Langford Parade.
Mark Allen led the Salvation Army movement in Paynesville in the 1890s. Special and Mrs Allen
organised annual picnics to places such as the Ocean Grange and Eagle Point. The events drew large
enthusiastic crowds of both young and old. ‘Mr Allen, a member of the Salvation Army, on Friday last
(December 4th 1891) gave a picnic to the school children of this place; the parents were also invited.’
The spot chosen on this occasion was the Ocean Grove2 and a more splendid day could not be found,
the picnic was a thorough success and reflected great credit on Mr Allen. vi
Mischievously, the reporter added, ‘several vollies (Sic.) were fired, but I am afraid the devil is not
dead yet.’ vii
th

SALVATION ARMY. —Sunday 29 Jan.—
At 7 am, united praying service; at 11 am,
Can we be saved from sin; at 3 pm, how I
got salvation and 36 others; at 7 pm,
salvation and power for service.
Paynesville.
Special Allen

In February 1892, Paynesville’s Wesleyan Church celebrated its
seventh Anniversary, and Special Allen joined Mr S. J. Wilkinson
and Major Graham in making a congratulatory address.
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It seems there was a time when time when the area we all know
today as Ocean Grange was named Ocean Grove.
In January 1893, Special Allen was running, or at least organising, five church services in Paynesville
each Sunday.viii
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In February 1893, the steam launch Ivanhoe, with Special Allen at the helm, arrived in Bairnsdale
from Paynesville for the first time.
‘Special Allen, an officer in the Salvation Army, has had made for his use a small steamboat, called
the Ivanhoe.’ ix
Whilst the steam launch was his private property, she was to be used by the Salvation Army for their
work about the Lakes. Of great interest was that, ‘the Ivanhoe consumes kerosene oil in her engine
room instead of coal or wood,’ and fast for her size, being capable of about eight mile per hour. x
Kerosene oil burning steam engines were seen for the first time in Melbourne in October 1891. ‘A
novel invention called the Shipman steam engine, designed in America is now on show (in
Melbourne) …the central feature of novelty in this engine is that the fuel consumed… is kerosene.’xi
It was estimated that one gallon of kerosene, then costing about ten pence, would drive the engine
for eight hours. Relative to other available engines the Shipman was inexpensive, easy to operate
and did not require a dedicated operator as it was ‘automatic!’ A model was available ‘designed for
driving small yachts or boats.’ xii
It cannot be claimed that this was the particular engine in the Ivanhoe, but given the coincidence of
dates, it possibility was. Either way, Mark Allen and his Ivanhoe were at the forefront of innovative
technology.

Unfortunately, the when, where and by whom the Ivanhoe was built, her dimensions and other
specifications, are not known. Tantalisingly though, a full description of her is claimed to have been
published in the Bairnsdale Advertiser, but as of yet has not been found. As later discussed, she was
fitted with a 6 hp engine until 1912.
By September 1893, Special Allen was steaming around the Lakes with fellow members of the
Salvation Army on board, and irregularly holding church services at different villages and settlements
on the shores of the lakes and rivers. In September, it was announced that the Colony’s most senior
Salvation Army officer, Commissioner Thomas Coombs, accompanied by a detachment of Salvation
Army officers from India, would visit Paynesville.xiii Whilst in Paynesville, Commissioner Coombs
intended to commission three officers to undertake work on the Lakes.xiv
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On the evening of Friday, 29 September 1893, the steam launch Ivanhoe arrived in Paynesville with
Special Allen, Commissioner Coombs and the Indian detachment on board. The party led a torchlight
procession from the wharf, past the Paynesville Hotel to the Wesleyan Church in King Street, where
a service was held. During the service, Commissioner Coombs, ‘referred to the new departure the
army is making in commissioning Special Allen and his launch with two officers, to take the gospel
over the lakes and rivers of this part of Gippsland.’
At the conclusion of the service, the visitors reformed their lines and returned to the Ivanhoe by
torchlight.

3: The Salvation Army contingent from India on parade in front of Charles Petersen's Club Hotel in Bairnsdale in September 1893. SE
corner Wood and Main. SLV Picture Collection H42506/346

Why did Mark Allen name his steam launch and his house Ivanhoe?
Perhaps Special Allen was inspired to name his steam launch Ivanhoe by the then very well‐known
temperance vessel, PS Ivanhoe.

The Teetotal Steamer—Ivanhoe
8

In Glasgow, during the latter two decades of the nineteenth century, drunkenness and unruly
behaviour was common on board the extensive fleet of river steamers plying the river Clyde. The
paddle steamer Ivanhoe, launched in 1880, skippered and partly owned by Captain James
Williamson, was intended as the pioneer of a fleet of saloon temperance steamers. The PS Ivanhoe
sailed on one of the most attractive excursions from Helensburgh to Whiting Bay on the Island of
Arran, by way of Rothesay and the Kyles of Bute, returning by the south end of Bute. She had the
looks of a yacht rather than a commercial steamer and her appointments were first class.
Importantly, no liquor was sold on board and the new vessel was expected to win the support of all
in the temperance movement.
However, as more and more of the general population took to the steamer
in numbers, the Ivanhoe Flask, with adequate contents for a full‐day’s
cruise, was soon available for sale in Glasgow. The term, Ivanhoe Flask,
remains in use today.
In 1884, Captain James Williamson visited Melbourne, false rumours
circulated that the temperance steamer PS Ivanhoe was soon to arrive and
commence operations on the popular service between Melbourne and
Queenscliff. The PS Ivanhoe, a powerful and well‐known symbol for the
temperance movement, is the likely source of Special Allen’s inspiration to give Paynesville its own
Ivanhoe; a vessel that must surely lay claim to being the first vessel in service on the Gippsland Lakes,
expressly to spread the gospel and extol the virtues of temperance.
Not all of Special Allen’s efforts were appreciated by everyone.
In November 1894, through the pages of the Bairnsdale Advertiser, the public were invited to donate
unwanted clothing to assist needy families living at the Eagle Point Village settlement. Parcels were
to be sent to Special Allen, and, ‘care would be exercised in the distribution of the articles among the
deserving.’xv
Despite his obvious worthy intentions, the less needy residents of Eagle Point took umbrage,
‘EAGLE POINT VILLAGE SETTLEMENT AND CHARITY APPEALS. TO THE EDITOR OF THE ADVERTISER,
Sir,
We saw in one of your late issues that Special Allen, of the Salvation Army, has been asking
for old clothes for the poor village settlers of Eagle Point. We, the undersigned settlers,
protest against such interference by Special Allen, as we require no such charity, nor did we
ever ask Special Allen to make himself so busy on our behalf. In fact, we consider it highly
impertinent of Special Allen to make such an appeal. If any of Special Allen's followers want
clothing let him appeal on their behalf, and name the parties in want of such assistance, and
not go under the cloak of the whole settlement. We look upon Special Allen as a busybody,
and hope he will not include us in the category of General Booth's submerged tenth.
By inserting this in your valuable paper, you will oblige,
Yours, etc., Thos. Keogh, T. W. Rogers, J. Howat jun., Esau W. Thorne, Geo. Lambert, Jas. W.
McEwan, J. H. Teasdale, Moses White, J. B. Smith, W. Byrne, E. Baulch, J. Neilson, J. Haylock,
P. Wilson, E. E. Peck, J. Boyd, George Hames, Rhoda Albert, Henry James, R. Reid, W. Martin, J.
Tait, Henry White, G. A. Davis, A. Matheson, G. Clarke.
Eagle Point Village Settlement, 25/11/94.’xvi
When Victor Gotch lifted the hatch on the Ivanhoe to show young Walter, the ‘very neat little steam
engine,’ that engine may or may not have been the vessel’s original. In January 1912, the Barton Bros
advertised as for sale, a six horse power steam engine and boiler that had been removed from the
‘Ocean Grange launch!’ The engine, that was making room for ‘ a heavier one,’ was guaranteed and
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said to be a bargain for someone wanting to pump water, saw timber, make chaff or crush corn. It
was claimed that it would pay for itself in just one year. xvii
Walter Gotch’s recollection that, ‘Many years ago, & I mean many, I saw her (Ivanhoe) bones rotting
on the bank of the canal at Sale,’ is supported in part by Elizabeth de Quincey. She tells us that after
many years of service for the Barton Bros, the Ivanhoe was sold to a Mr Froud of Johnsonville, who
ran a saw mill on the Sale Canal, where, ‘she was stripped down and employed as a timber barge to
carry red gum logs.’

As can be seen from the advertisement,
published in 1891, the vendors of a similar
vessel were asking just £165. One would
assume that the steam launch Ivanhoe, when
purchased by the Barton Brothers for the
handsome sum of £250, during in the first few
years of the twentieth century, was in fine
working order.
Reviewing the information left to us by Bull, Hansen, de Quincy and Walter Gotch, as well as taking
into account various contemporary newspaper reports, it seems reasonable to conclude that at the
heart of the Barton Bros steam launch, was in fact the smaller ‘temperance’ steamer Ivanhoe, that
operated on the Gippsland Lakes from 1893.
Sources:
PAYNESVILLE, A VERY SPECIAL PLACE, Neil Hansen, Neil Hansen 1981.
Ships that Sailed the Gippsland Lakes, Elizabeth de Quincey, Gippsland Heritage House, 1994.
Story of Gippsland Shipping, J. C. Bull & Peter Williams, Metung, 1966.
SAILING SHIPS and PADDLE WHEELS AND OTHER GIPPSLAND SHIPPING, J. C. BULL, Metung, 1974.
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(A personal letter from Walter Gotch to J. C. Bull, written on 19th October, 1969 in Mentone. PMM Collection.)
(BULL, 1974)
iii
ibid
iv
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, Our Paynesville Letter, Thursday 5th November, 1885. p2)
v
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, The Bairnsdale Wesleyan Church, Thursday 8 December, 1892. p2)
vi
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, Our Paynesville Letter, Thursday 10th December, 1891. p2)
vii
ibid
viii
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, Advertisments, Church Notices, Tuesday 24th January 1893. p2)
ix
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, The Advertiser, A steam launch, Thursday 23rd February, 1893. p2)
x
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, The Advertiser, A steam launch, Thursday 23rd February, 1893. p2)
xi
(Argus, A Kerosine Consuming Steam Engine, Thursday 22 October, 1891. p6)
xii
(Leader, Science Notes, Saturday 24 October, 1891, p 41)
xiii
(Bairnsdale Gippsland News, Editorial, Friday 29 September, 1993. p2)
xiv
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, The Advertiser, "Special" Allen an officer, Tuesday 26th September, 1893. p2)
xv
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, The Advertiser, It has been represented, Thursday 15th November, 1894. p2)
xvi
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, Original Correpondence, Eagle Point Village Settlement, Saturday 1st Decemeber 1894. p3)
xvii
(Bairnsdale Advertiser, Advertisements, FOR SALE, Saturday January 20th, 1912. p3. )
ii
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Capt. Alfred (Fred) Legg
Marion Holding
Marion Holding is a respected local historian and proud grand‐daughter of Capt Legg.
Alfred James Legg was born February22, 1878 in Bristol, England, the eldest of eight children of
Alfred Legg and Emilie Sophia Delatour Fox.
As a lad he commenced his working life in a printing office, but was
not happy there . He had been influenced by tales of his maternal
grandfather, James Delatour Fox, and his adventures and
excitement at sea. Although J D Fox died some years before Alfred
James was born the family was obviously proud.
Determined to
go to sea, young
Fred
was
apprenticed on
the
Florence
Stella
under
Master ‐ Samuel
James, trading out of Bristol to Hamburg and other
European ports, and later around Cape Horn to
Vancouver and the Pacific.
When the Florence Stella put into Melbourne in
1898 for a refit after a torrid trip, Fred's four year
apprenticeship was over, so he signed off, a little
disenchanted with the seafaring life. For a short
time he worked on the Melbourne cable trams,
but finding this unsatisfactory he signed up with
W. Cowper & Son for two years as Seaman on the
ketch Ethel BT, moving up to Mate after a short
while. However in 1903 the Ethel BT was wrecked
off the western pier of the Entrance.
In the early 1900's he served as Mate on the SS
Seabird and SS Stormbird, vessels trading along the
eastern Victorian and southern NSW coasts, the
Snowy River and Gippsland Lakes.
On December 29, 1904, in Bairnsdale, he and
Marion Elizabeth Howlett were married. Her
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father James Howlett was one of the early settlers "down the Tambo". Young Mr and Mrs Legg
began married life at Lucknow near Bairnsdale, where their children, Alfred James, Gladys Eva (later
Mrs Keith Scarce) and George Albert were born.
From May 1904 until December 1911 Legg served as Mate on the Burrabogie under Master Bob
Duncan. From January 1912 until May 1916 he was Mate on the PS Tanjil, after which he returned to
the position of Mate on the Burrabogie until October 1918. During this latter period he was studying
for his certificate of "Master of a River and Bay Steamship", which he gained on October 7, 1918.
In 1919 the family moved to Lakes Entrance. From this time until 1938 he served as First mate on the
SS Gippsland and as Master on SS Dargo and SS JCD.
Capt Legg was well known to locals and Molly Palmer in
her book Recollections of Life on the Silt Jetties
remembers ".... we were all astounded to hear at 8
o'clock in the morning the sound of the Dargo's whistle
coming down the river and blowing continuously.
Everybody ran to the edge of the bank, the boat slowed
down and old Captain Legg came to the rail and called
"get out, get out as fast as you can, the water is over
the bar in the Imperial"
When Dahlsens ceased shipping activities, Captain Legg
worked for a short time for Mr Syme of The Age
newspaper, also as "offsider" for his son‐in‐law Keith
Scarce who was in charge of test oil boring in the
Dutson and Lake Wellington areas.
About the beginning of the Second World War, Mr
Symes' MV Westwind was put into service for excursions on the lakes and rivers, with Captain Legg in
charge. Gratitude for his concern and kindness to his passengers was
often expressed by the many visitors and locals who enjoyed these
carefree trips, forgetting for a short while the dark clouds of war.
Captain Legg was honoured to receive a photograph from the
Governor of Victoria with the accompanying note:
"March 1941
Captain Legg, MV Westwind, Lakes Entrance , Victoria.
With many thanks for your kindness and courtesy during a very
enjoyable trip up the Tambo River
Winston Duggan, Governor of Victoria".
When the Westwind was taken over by the Australian Navy for war service, Alfred Legg worked for
the Ports and Harbours until 1945.
The previous year son George had lost both his hands in a wartime accident, and when he decided to
move to Bairnsdale, Mr and Mrs Legg moved with him to support him in his courageous return to
independence.
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Mrs Legg died in June 1952, after which Mr Legg took on the role of "keeping the home fires
burning" and being a back‐up for George in his many adventures (another story).
Captain Alfred James Legg died after a short illness in November 1963 in his 86th year.

Sources:






Legg family files
Tambo Shire Historical Society
Trove
Recollections of Life on the Silt Jetties ‐ Molly Palmer
Photos from PMM Collection

The ketch Ethel BT
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PS Kangaroo
A workhorse with Paynesville connections
Rob Cook
If you look to the extreme right
of the classic picture of the 1879
visit by Captain Payne to the
fishing village that was to later
bear his name you will see a
depiction of a paddle steamer.
Delving into the story of that
visit informs that it is the PS
Kangaroo that was chartered
for the trip.
Operating in a number of ports doing varied work during her 51 year career the Kangaroo was built
of built of Flooded Gum in 1840 at Raymond Terrace on the Hunter River by J Korff, the first steamer
to be of entirely colonial construction, hull and engine. She was 88 feet 5 inches in hull length, 13
feet 5 inches wide and 7 feet 1 inch draft. Displacement was 82 tons (gross).
The engines were locally made by John Struth of Sydney and years later described by Capt. H R
Watson writing of the Hobson's Bay ferries as:
The engine room of this square‐sterned, old paddler was an austere spot, devoid of brass or copper.
The engine itself was a baffling contrivance which often left the skipper in doubt about what was
going to happen next. high grade lubricating oil had no place in this engine room. In its stead was an
old iron kettle which was kept simmering on top of a big cylinder, emitting the pungent reek of
boiling tallow.
Although her engine may have suggested that Heath‐Robinson may have had a hand in its design, it
seemed to keep going, hot tallow lubrication and all.
Owner Edye Manning put Kangaroo to
when the Tasmanian Government
served until moving to Melbourne in
large sailing ships around
although the waterfront
was only when the water
light as her engine was
towing.

work in the Sydney‐Parramatta ferry service until 1847
purchased her for use in Hobart Town where she
1854 to join the tug service moving
Hobson's Bay and into the Yarra River,
jokingly related that it
was calm and the wind
marginal
for
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In December 1878 PS Kangaroo, under master Captain Clarke ,was sent to the growing Lakes trade,
the first advertisements appear in January 1879 with voyages between Bairnsdale and Sale.
Somewhat innovative was the offer of a "special cabin for ladies" for excursion trips. Less entrancing
was the description of being "not so fast as the Tanjil" against which she was competing, despite
glowing original claims that Kangaroo was capable of nine knots.

The Payne trip was in May 1879 but little more is known of Kangaroo other than that she was also
used for towage, akin to the veteran Lakes steamer Lady of the Lake, and returned to Melbourne in
June 1879.
PS Kangaroo was reported as being finally broken up in 1891 when she was operating in Melbourne
again, after a full and effective life.

Sources:




Information from newspapers was obtained from TROVE
The drawing of PS Kangaroo is from the T K Fitchett book Down the Bay.
Lakes Entrance Passenger Vessels ‐ Colin Jones
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The BLB Club and Mining Co
Nancy Fowkes
Compiled by Nancy Fowkes from interviews with Ross Wilson and Bill Alexander. Photographs
courtesy Claire Alexander.
(Items in Italic are clarifications, amendments and additions made after the interviews)

Bill :
Dad (Lynn Alexander) worked for Ports and Harbours and they did rock walling all
around the foreshore here, Lake, Bullock Island, Mallacoota. Before that he was the Service
Manager for GP Motors the local Holden dealers. He was there for 37 years.
(Lynn was in the
Army during WW2 in New Guinea.)
Over at the Back Lake is where they used to have
their booze ups. Sometimes there would be 100
blokes over there on long weekends. They used a
flying fox to take the barrels of beer up to the hut
which was extended out here and there where all
the stoves and fridges were. They called it “The
Shack” and it was all built from timber washed up
on the beach. Dad was always worried someone
would burn it down and it had “Do not destroy”
painted on the side.
Col McDonald put an old Eastern Roadlines bus on pontoons. It was all decked out (rough) with a
fridge and stove and they slept on that. It was called “Poor People’s Palace”. (It had a battery
operated television on board.)
Ross :

It would have had to have been registered. The Water Police used to come from
Melbourne – they were here for Christmas and
Easter. They were pretty strict in those days and
were here for most of the school holidays.
Bill :
Tiger’s boat was called “The Elsie”
but I can’t remember a name on it.
There is a
photo of the men taking a piano over on it and
someone is playing the piano on the way.
Ross :
Tiger Smith, he was right up the end
of the Back Lake one day setting rabbit traps. That
night he was fiddling around with the engine and
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he took the top of his finger off with the fan belt (past the first knuckle.) He kept sucking his finger
and that went on all night. The next morning he picked his rabbit traps up and he came down to Don
Selleck, down at The Grange. He was covered in blood all over his face where he had been sucking
his finger and Don Selleck took him over and took him into hospital. He had been all that time with
his finger cut off.
Bill :
it.

Dad had a jetty. The old bus was backed onto the beach and the jetty ran along near

The Back Lake Boozer’s Club Committee sent out invitations for the long weekend. John Yeates did
them. He worked at the Bairnsdale Advertiser. He had been a prisoner of war (perhaps on the
Burma railway or something like that).
Men would come from everywhere to go to it. There was a bit of beer involved.
$20 donation, that $20 was for the trip over the Back Lake and back, all the beer you could drink, all
the food you could eat and all the fish you could take home. Wasn’t bad was it? Three days, you
could drink a lot of beer in three days.
Ross :
We had the flying fox there to carry
them up (the kegs) and when they arrived on the
Friday night everyone was drunk and they were
trying to get the extractor into the keg and they
were pushing it and screwing it up and they
couldn’t do it. So someone said get it off the
bottom and they hit it with a bit of 4 x 2 and of
course the extractor went down to the bottom of
the keg, shot into the air and went over the sand
dunes. They were all putting their hand over the
hole to save the beer and in the end they lost half a keg.
The shack was at the Second Blowhole. If you would go along standing in a boat, as you passed the
Second Blow Hole you could see the ocean. They called them blow holes because there was no
grass there and the wind used to blow through and it kept the sand dunes down.
Excerpt from Memories of Yesterday by C.W. Southon : “On the Back Lake side opposite Metung was
a fairly narrow strip that was one time a blowhole and the hummocks were lower in this one
particular place; in fact there were two blowholes. This was before 1920 and it was thought by the
folk of those days that if it could be opened, if the back Lake could be opened into the ocean it would
be a grand fishing place where fish could come in and stay. So it was decided to dig a channel
through the sand from the lake to the ocean. And a couple of well known fellows in Paynesville
decided they would organize it, so quite a lot of fellows, fishermen and so on, were anxious to see
what would happen if they could get it open. So we started to dig and it took some days, took it in
turns and had to go down around about 6 – 7 feet in the sand to get a flow in, worked like dogs, until
one evening the water came through. We thought then that everything would be right, it would be
washed out and there would be quite a reasonable channel. But it started to blow fairly strong from
the south south‐west that night and the next morning when we came back to see what had
happened the whole channel was filled up with sand again. So it was a big effort for no result.”
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Ross : Once they planted the Marram grass there the sand built up. That Marram grass, Don
Hammond and I went along and set fire to the grass. Don Hammond was a copper and Brownie (Vic
Brown) was a blacksmith, a big bloke.
Brownie started making the stews and stuff the week before in Bairnsdale and would take them over
there on the weekend.
Bill :
Brownie had a welding place up near Dahlsen’s. I was working there painting things
and we would be eating pies and stuff and whatever we didn’t eat he would chuck in this big pot
bubbling away on the forge, it was the stew.
I remember they had that big pot bubbling away at “The Shack” and somebody asked old Brownie
what it was and he said “sharks head soup” then they saw something poking up and it was a pig’s
head.
He used to make fish and chip makers out of birdcages. He would make them into a fryer by cutting
the bottom out and putting a handle on the birdcage.
Ross :
On the Friday I used to leave from the Country Club (Dwyer’s Hotel Motel). I would
take my boat down and ferry them across.
You had a bit of an idea who would be going.
Don Hammond was and so was Max Krafft.
I think Max supplied the ice for the booze.
Bill :
There was old Brownie,
Hammond, Jimmy Toms and there was also a
Catholic Priest they took over there once.
Stanley Matheson – he used to have “The
Good Ship Venus”, Dick Wagner.
There
were a lot of boats, one’s registration was
VD, VD199. They were going to call it
“Herpes”.
Dad’s boat was the “Lively Lady”. It’s in a museum up at Mallacoota. It was in Medling’s yard until it
was donated. (In 2011 the owner Craig Smith from Bairnsdale offered it to the Paynesville Maritime
Museum, who then offered it to the Mallacoota and District historical Society so that it would be returned
to the site of the wreck of the SS Riverina from which it was one of its original lifeboat.) Dad had it for

years and years on the Lakes up here before it went back up there.
Ross :
One time we were going over there and I must have been one of the last boats
leaving.
All the boats were heading towards Muggins light and I could see one boat heading
towards Metung so I took off after him and it was Lynn Alexander. He was near Metung then and in
the Lively Lady and so we said you are going the wrong way so we had to take him in through the
Eastern Entrance then to save him going all the way back up to Muggins green light. He was that
drunk he was heading for the lights at Metung and didn’t know he was going the wrong way.
I didn’t go every time and it has got me beat how no one got drowned going over there. Everyone
was drunk and there were too many aboard the boats.
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Bill :
I was only a kid and I didn’t even have a licence, but they used to get me to drive the
boat. They had me driving the boat the “Lively Lady” one night and it was going from side to side.
We were going over there after leaving the pub and I said to the old man “what’s wrong with the
boat I can’t steer it” and all the blokes were up the front playing cards. He looks at the floor and says
there’s some water in it and he walks up the front. They were all up the front with a table between
the two bunks playing cards and all they did was take their shoes and socks off and rolled their pants
up and kept on playing cards. It was because there was so much weight up there that all the water
went to the front and I couldn’t steer it.
Ross :
One day they were taking the Lively Lady over and she was taking on a lot of water so
they ran her up on the sand bank. There was a 3 inch brass pump in the stern which had a wooden
broom type handle and rubber end. You would pull it up and down to pump the water out. Of
course they were taking turns with pumping and Maxie Krafft got half way up with the pump and fell
backwards when the handle broke off. I had to come out with my boat and fix it up.
Bill :
In those days they had one light on the bank at Muggins, one light on Raymond
Island and one on the shore across the lake and that was all we had. Nowadays there is one on
every post. It’s easy now with all the lights.
We used to shine a spotlight around one which had reflectors on it and pick up the point.
In the old days they were battery operated and they (the blokes) would pull up there and take the
battery out of the light and go prawning or floundering. They would put it back in the light when
they had finished but by the time they had put it back the battery was nearly flat.
They had a globe on the end of a rod, immerse them in water and it was only when you took them
out that they blew.
The BLB blokes had drag nets too but when they were prawning down at Lakes Entrance they just
pegged the nets down and because the tide ran out so hard all the prawns went straight into the net.
When I was a kid the old man would be sitting in the boat drinking beer and I would have to go out in
the water with a bucket and empty the prawns out of the net into a bag and they would load them
into the boat. When they packed up and went home they would tell everybody they had been out
prawning and of course they had never been out of the boat. The only one to get wet was me (Bill).
Ross :
All the fishermen used to give Lynn all these nets and when he wasn’t using them he
would dig a hole and bury them. Of course he would forget where he buried the nets and he would
have to come back and get more nets. In the end there would be heaps and heaps of nets but half of
them were rotten.
All the fish photos taken at The Shack have a fishing rod in them but none of those fish were caught
on rods, I netted them. Because it was a long weekend I would put the nets out on a Sunday night
and pull them on Monday morning and nice fish it was. I came back and cleaned them so a lot of
them could take fish back to Melbourne.
(On the invitations it says “Fish Provider – R Wilson”)
Bill :
They had been camping there for a long time and Dad had a speed boat called
“Melody”. Tiger Smith pinched it once and he had it going up and down as he was singing the song
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Melody and he was going that hard it ripped the accelerator off the floor. When he came in the old
man jumped on the boat and lifted him up and was going to smack him one.
Tiger was behaving something terrible one night so we ran him down and chucked him on his boat.
He said “Billy Alexander, you’re not old enough to wear long socks”, “who owns the Back Lake? You
don’t own the Back Lake”.
(One of the invitations says BLB Club, in conjunction with the H.B.A. Mining Co. (possibly 1973) You
are invited to attend the reunion of the BLB Club in conjunction with the H.B.A. Mining Co at the Mine
and Clubhouse. )
Ross :

H.B.A stood for Hammond (D.C.), Brownie (V.C. Browne) and Alexander (L. McK).

The Parks and Lands Department tried to get them off that land where they had The Shack. So
Hammond (being a Copper) went to the Lands Department and got Miner’s Rights. I am not sure
how many metres it was or how many yards but they put the posts in and they had to have the
number of the Miner’s Right on each post.
Bill :
I remember this bloke from the National Parks turned up one day and was talking to
Dad. Dad was having a go at him about pulling everything out and said what about that post out
there. The bloke said that post out there was from when the original steamers used to come over
and the steamers would tie up to that post.
Dad and I had dragged it over from the ocean beach quite a while before that and it had nothing to
do with the bloody steamers.
Ross : After they (Department of Lands) kicked Lynn Alexander off the land and pulled The Shack
down he moved down further and left a tent and that back in the scrub where the Tea Tree was.
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Paynesville Maritime Museum

The AGA Gas Lamp for
Navigation Beacons
Rob Cook
Paynesville Maritime Museum is fortunate to have had donated a gas‐powered lamp manufactured by AGA of
Sweden that was used as a navigation beacon light on the Lakes. The following is a brief explanation of how
the lamp works and its innovative features.

A Brief History of Navigation Beacon Lights
The earliest "beacons" were simply a fire on the beach or cliff‐top to show the skippers of
ships making a landfall the way into tricky harbours or to alert them to dangerous obstacles.
Quickly these fires developed into an iron basket on a post that was more manageable.
Later oil lamps replaced the fires and some even featured rudimentary reflectors to increase the effectiveness
of a rather dim lamp. The first lamps on the Gippsland Lakes were of this type and
contracts were established with fishermen to set the lamp each night on piles
positioned by the Public Works Department (PWD). However the task of setting the
lamps was limited by proximity to where the boats moored and coverage was less
than optimal, fortunately the steamer captains and the fishermen knew their way
around the Lakes well.
After WW1 an automated gas powered lamp became available and was adopted by PWD across Victorian
waters. This was the AGA lamp about which more detail follows.
With the development of the first solar charging panels, battery powered
electric lamps were adopted in the 1970s and the need for maintenance
reduced, the biggest concern of blown globes being overcome by a
mechanism that rotated a new globe into position when it detected a failure.
As electronic technology moved on, the self‐contained solar light that we
know today was introduced and further reductions in cost and maintenance
were achieved.

Gustaf Dalen
Gustaf Dalén was born in Stenstorp, a small village in Sweden, where he managed the family farm, which he
expanded to include a market garden, a seed merchants and a dairy. In 1892 he invented a milk‐fat tester to
check milk quality of the milk delivered and went to Stockholm to show his new invention for Gustaf de Laval
who was impressed by the self‐taught Dalén and the invention and encouraged him to get a technical
education.
In 1906 Dalén became chief engineer at the Gas Accumulator Company (manufacturer and distributor of
acetylene) and in 1909 when AGA was founded, he was appointed the managing director for the company.
During his life, AGA was one of the most innovative companies in Sweden and produced a large variety of
products that grew every year, the famed AGA stove being introduced in 1922.
Early in 1912, Dalén was blinded in an acetylene explosion during a test of maximum pressure for the gas
accumulators. Later the same year he was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics. The presentation speech
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praised the quality of sacrificing personal safety in scientific experimentation, a compliment that compared
Dalén with Nobel himself. Despite his blindness, Dalén controlled AGA until his death in 1937. He received
over 100 patents during his lifetime

The AGA Lamp
Whilst Acetylene produces an ultra‐bright white‐light it is an
extremely explosive hydrocarbon gas. Dalén invented
Agamassan (Aga), a substrate used to absorb the gas allowing
safe storage and hence commercial exploitation. This
development immediately superseded the duller‐flamed LPG
as the fuel of choice in lighthouse illuminations.
By clever engineering AGA produced a mechanism that
regulated the gas flow to produce timed flashes of light so
that mariners could then identify which light they were
looking at. The 'Dalen Flasher' is a device that, except for a
small pilot light, only consumes gas during the flash stage.
This reduces gas consumption by more than 90%.
The Dalen Flasher produces distinct and characteristic light
and dark periods by automatically opening and closing the
gas passage to the burner. When a predetermined quantity of
gas has passed into the flasher, causing a leather membrane
to rise and close the inlet valve whilst opening the outlet
valve to the burner where it is ignited by a constantly burning
pilot flame. This gas being consumed the outlet valve closes
and the inlet reopens allowing gas to enter the flasher again
and repeat the cycle. By selection of componentry the
periods of light and dark can be selected.
With light brightness resolved the next task was to tackle the consumption rate of the gas, with the most
obvious being that it was wasteful for the lamp to function during daylight hours and preferable to turn on at
sunset and off at sunrise ‐ but how to engineer this without the complication of electrics which were at the
time in a very rudimentary form?
The solution was the application of basic physics learning that black surfaces absorb more heat that silver or
gold surfaces and metals so coated expand faster and by a greater amount. Enter the Dalen Sun Valve.

The Dalen Sun Valve
As described in the patent application, the Dalen Sun Valve as
follows:
"The sun valve is an application of the principle of the expansion
of metals under the action of light.
This valve, which is inserted in the gas inlet circuit, consists of two
bi‐metallic elements, each of which is subject, to a different
degree, to the action of light and heat rays.
The differential effect resulting therefrom is applied to the control
of a valve which acts to control the gas flow"
The AGA sun valve consists of a system of metal rods protected
by a strong glass cylinder. The central rod is coated with lamp‐
black which gives it the property of absorbing light, while the
three rods surrounding it are polished and thus reflect the light.
All four rods expand in the same degree under the influence of
heat, but only the central rod expands under the influence of
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light. The additional expansion caused thereby is used to operate a valve which controls the passage of gas to
the main burner.
At the approach of daylight the black rod expands and closes the valve; at the approach of darkness it
contracts and opens the valve. Darkness may be sunset or an approaching storm cloud.
The saving in gas is of the order of 30 to 40%, depending on location, weather etc.

Lamp Lens
The PMM lamp uses the Dalen flasher in conjunction with a dioptric drum
lens that has protection by outer glazing. The lens magnifies the flash of the
flame and spreads it to a larger area for easy visibility. Coloured light is
obtained by mounting a coloured glass cylinder inside the lens or,
alternatively, coloured outer screening can provide sectored light where, say,
a white light indicates a safe approach and a red light that you are
approaching the adjacent reef etc.

Bruce Robinson Comments on Gas Lights on the Gippsland Lakes
They were run on rich wet acetylene.
Second to getting the heavy bottles up
onto the platform using a block and tackle
and man handled into the cabinet I hated
those lights because they would build up a
hard carbon deposit in the jet which was
hard to get out and they were such a cow
of a thing to light and keep alight.
I did my time at the Slipyard from 1981 as
a Fitter & Turner it was a great place to do
a trade. In those days there was Lindsay
Reid, Graeme Marsden, Johnny Piovason,
Sam Sargent and I changing the bottles
from Tambo Bluff to Latrobe River.

A typical light platform on the Lakes.
The "box" behind the men is for the acetylene
cylinders and the loop is to attach a block and
tackle to hoist the cylinders.

Material for this article was sourced from the internet and from a book compiled by PMM member David
Stamp whose assistance is acknowledged.
The lamp and its mechanisms can be seen in the Paynesville Maritime Museum Display Facility at
Paynesville.
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Paynesville Maritime Museum

The Returns Bell
Ray Neill and Ross Gilsenan
On the end of a shelf, above a display of nets and fishing items at the Paynesville Maritime Museum
sits a rather ordinary looking doorbell. Why is it there and what is its story?

The Bell

"Elowera"

This contribution from Ray Neill and Ross Gilsenan answers the question and sheds some light on a
unique part of Paynesville's maritime history:
The ringing of the side doorbell at "Elowera", The Esplanade, Paynesville, signalled the arrival of a
fisherman, or his wife, come to collect his "returns".
On Saturday evening Mrs Ruth Gilsenan would collect the payments information sent by the
Melbourne fish agents, from the Paynesville Post Office which would stay open for this telegram.
On Monday morning Mr A J Gilsenan would get the necessary cash from the Bairnsdale bank. This
money would be placed in envelopes by their daughter, Miss Jean Gilsenan, for collection by the
fishermen, after 12 o'clock Monday.
Sometimes the envelopes were very thick denoting a successful catch, and sometimes very thin.
A J Gilsenan was effectively the "Bank of Paynesville" for the fishermen.

Ray Neill and Ross Gilsenan are descendants of A J Gilsenan
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Paynesville Maritime Museum

The Silt Jetties
of the Mitchell River
Compilation
The silt jetties at the mouth of the Mitchell River are a unique natural occurrence that in their present form
can be serene and tranquil, but in both the recent and distant past have seen human and natural actions to
arrive to where we are. This is a compilation of material to give an understanding of the silt jetties.

Introduction to The Silt Jetties
(this section is a précis of The Silt Jetties of the Mitchell River by E C F Bird)

The silt jetties of the Mitchell River have long been of interest to scientists, as well as to visitors to East
Gippsland. They form a delta known as a digitate, or finger delta, and are among the finest examples of this
kind of feature to be found anywhere in the world.
The Mitchell River has an extensive catchment basin (1530 square miles), extending back into the high
country north of Bairnsdale. Its headstreams rise in the country between Mt Howitt and Mt Hotham and flow
southward in deep, narrow, converging valleys. At Glenaladale the river swings eastwards and meanders on a
broad flood plain bordered by steep bluffs; at Bairnsdale it curves southwards again as the valley opens out to
the deltaic plain.
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From Bairnsdale south to
Eagle Point the west bank of
the river is a natural levee
with a gradual slope away
to
the
bordering
backswamps of McLeods
Morass. The east bank is
also a natural levee, sloping
away
to
Jones
Bay.
Downstream from Eagle
Point the natural levees
bordering the river channel
become narrow silt jetties,
which extend four miles out
into Lake King.
The silt jetties resemble the
features of the Mississippi
delta in USA and of the
Volga delta in Europe but
these rivers are among the world's largest river systems, and it is interesting that the Mitchell river, so small in
comparison, should have formed such fine silt jetties at its mouth.
Silt jetties have been formed on a smaller scale by other rivers draining into the Gippsland Lakes ‐ the Tambo
in Lake King and the Latrobe in Lake Wellington ‐ but the Mitchell River jetties are of an unusual extent.
When they were first mapped, by George Smythe and John Wilkinson in the 1840s the silt jetties were longer,
broader and simpler in outline than they are now. There were river red gums, paper‐bark scrub and patches
of salt‐marsh, and along the shores a broad fringe of reeds extending into the lake. The river mouth was also
fringed by reedswamp, and shoals of silt and clay that impeded the access of boats wanting to enter the river
to travel to Bairnsdale. In later years a navigable approach was maintained by dredging, with the Public Works
Department having a dredging depot with a wharf, slip and workshops near the river mouth.
During the floods which followed heavy rains the Mitchell brought down large quantities of silt, together with
some sand and clay and part of this sediment had been relinquished by the river as it entered the lake in such
a way as to build the bordering silt jetties. By 1901 the silt jetties extended such that the river mouth was
close to the farther shore of Lake King and there was discussion as to whether the silt jetties would grow to
impinge on that shore or whether the outflow of water from Jones Bay, fed by the Nicholson River would be
sufficient to prevent this.
During the first part of the twentieth Century there were reports of erosion on the shores of the silt jetties as
the reedswamp fringe thinned out and disappeared; the soft silt that had been deposited was being attacked
and scoured by wave action on the lake shores.
The distinction between natural levees and silt jetties may be subtle, but in considering the origin of the lower
Mitchell valley it becomes important. According to one hypothesis, the Mitchell River once opened into Lake
King at Bairnsdale and has subsequently built silt jetties out to Eagle Point and thence eastwards to form
what we now call the silt jetties. This is supported by the presence of old beaches of sand and gravel west of
McLeods Morass. These include spits and barriers which were formerly worked and emplaced by wave action,
indicating that at one stage Lake King extended as far as the bordering bluffs.
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The processes which built these silt jetties are no longer effective and, because of this, it is difficult to
determine exactly how they originally formed.

Erosion of the Silt Jetties
In the nineteenth Century the Mitchell River silt jetties were at least stable in configuration, and were
probably still growing. Early in the twentieth Century erosion began and they rapidly reduced and dissected.
The pattern and rate of their reduction can be measured with reference to old maps and aerial photographs.
Figure 2 shows the outline in 1848‐49 based on the original surveys of Smythe and Wilkinson. There had been
little change by 1893 when parish plan surveys were made, and so this outline can be taken as representative
of the maximum extent of the silt jetties. Comparison can be made with the outline shown on aerial
photographs taken in February 1940 and with the configuration that existed in 1970. Shrinkage and
dissection are obvious in Figure 2. By 1940 the silt jetties downstream from Eagle Point had been reduced by
erosion to about two‐thirds of their nineteenth Century area, and by 1970 to only 55 percent. Much useful
farmland was lost and the once thriving fishing settlement at Point Dawson threatened.

The onset of erosion can be correlated with the disappearance of the reedswamp which, in the nineteenth
Century extensively fringed the lake shores. This, in turn, is primarily due to a salinity increase in the eastern
part of the Gippsland Lakes as a sequel to the cutting of a permanent artificial entrance in 1889, replacing the
earlier intermittent and variable natural outlet which existed near Lakes Entrance.
Since the artificial entrance was cut, unrestricted inflow of salt water, especially during drought periods, has
raised the salinity of the lake water until it became too brackish for the continued growth of reedswamp
plants (chiefly the common reed. Phragmites communis). In consequence the reedswamp has died away.
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Settlement of the Land
"Gippsland" takes up the story from A History of Settlement on the Mitchell River Silt Jetties

During the 19th Century the idea of civilising the land through intensive cultivation persisted as an ideal.
Agriculture was seen as a more suitable type of land use than grazing. The hope that every man could have his
garden and plant his own field persisted and was influential in the decision to use Crown land for village
settlements to alleviate the unemployment problem of the 1890s.
Various land acts passed by the Victorian Parliament during the period 1860‐1869 assisted selectors to gain
access to huge areas originally leased by squatters. The Duffy Act of 1862 and Grants Act of 1865 and 1869
were instrumental in opening up the Broadlands and the Silt Jetties. The first subdivision of land on the
northern silt jetty occurred in 1868. The 1869 Land Act included provision for unoccupied pastoral land to be
divided into blocks and offered for sale. It also allowed a much wider range of people to select land such as
labourers and shepherds. In 1873 the southern silt jetty was included in the reservation of the Eagle Point
Recreation and Public Park. By 1878 all available land had been purchased.
The 1880s in Victoria were a period of great prosperity, but in the early 1890s this spell of apparently endless
good fortune broke. In Victoria in 1893 unemployment was estimated at 50,000 out of a total population of
1.13 million.
Major causes of the depression included recurring droughts, restriction of credit as a result of loss of
confidence in business ventures, cessation of large public works and an abrupt drop in the flow of British
capital. In addition at Bairnsdale the hop crop failed owing to an attack of the Red Spider Mite in 1892.
The movement to make small allocations of Crown Land available to the unemployed and their families had
considerable support in Bairnsdale where the local Council employed the largest group of unemployed
persons of any municipality. It was believed that a local settlement scheme would allow people to keep their
connections with the town and help them maintain their dignity and independence. The fact that the small
size of the allotments contemplated (0.4 to 8 hectares) was known to be unsuitable even for subsistence
farming did not deter them.
In September 1893 the Patterson Government proclaimed the Settlement on Land Act that provided for
settlement on areas of Crown Land in small blocks for the:




registered unemployed and their families
setting up of homestead associations
village settlements

By 1896 there were 83 settlements in Victoria; six of these were in the Bairnsdale area, the largest at Eagle
Point on the southern silt jetty which had been removed from the previous public reservation status.
Preference was given to local applicants
with large families. However, because
the needs of the settlers had not been
carefully thought through, problems
such as small blocks of land, lack of
readily available fresh water for
domestic use and for stock and the
unsuitability of several blocks due to
flooding, it was required to make
amendments to the Act in 1895.
The amended Act allowed the Lands
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Board, which administered the schemes
Small size of holdings shows in this postcard
to
resume possession of land required for public purposes such as roads and water supply. Settlers whose land
was revoked were compensated, usually by the allocation of additional land. Land at Point Dawson was
reserved on a temporary basis for the Public Works Department to conduct ship building repairs and to serve
as a home port for the dredges. Allotment 12 was reserved for the school site, which opened on 1 October
1894 in a substantial weatherboard building of four rooms. In 1895 there were 70 children on the roll with
some crossing the river from the Broadlands. By 1913 school attendance was down to seven from the
allotments and one from the northern jetty and it closed after the new school in Eagle Point township opened
in 1916.
The settlers built weatherboard cottages with bark roofs which did not allow the settlers to store water. The
cottages usually consisted of four rooms which were lined with hessian or paper. They cleared and fenced
their land to keep out rabbits, grew crops and supplemented their income with employment on public works,
seasonal harvesting of hops or fishing. In 1895 113 hectares were being cultivated with maize, potatoes,
onions, peas and hay. Some home orchards were established.
Land Acts passed in 1898 and 1901 enabled settlers who stayed on at the settlement to increase their land
holding or surrender their holding in exchange for a grazing licence. The 1911 Land Act spelt the end of village
settlements and in 1915, the last year in which detailed records were kept, there were only five "settlers"
remaining, down from a high of 39 in 1895.

Settlement 1913 and Beyond
Improving economic conditions and new opportunities for employment lured most of the settlers away soon
after 1900. In 1914 the dredge works and slipyard at Point Dawson were transferred to Paynesville where
there were already other boat building and ship repair facilities.
In 1916 three fishermen erected camps at Point Dawson and up to 40 residents were engaged in professional
fishing at one stage. In 1926 the Department of Crown Lands granted permissive occupancy to several families
in the vicinity of Point Dawson. This permissive occupancy was revoked in 1980 and the cottages cleared
away. The northern silt jetty was used continuously for stock grazing and finally as a prosperous dairy farm
before being re‐purchased to be Crown Land in 1980.

The PWD Dredging Depot at Point Dawson
With the "arms" of the silt jetties providing protection from waves from most directions, the area
immediately inside the end of the jetties was a sensible and logical place to station the PWD dredges
and their attendant support boats. The log book of the Priestman grab dredge (it never had another
name) shows that the dredging depot was in existence in 1899 when the dredge was commissioned
and the depot continued until 1913 when PWD acquired the Paynesville Slip and transferred all of
their operations to that more convenient location.
There are indications that a small‐boat
slip existed at Point Dawson, possibly to
service the spoil barges, but nothing for
steamers and large dredges and there
may well have been few, if any, buildings
there. The Priestman stores register,
which PMM has in its files, indicates that
the Priestman served as a de facto office
and store for small items.
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Spoil barges, dredge Wombat, tug Mercury and the Priestman dredge

The dredge workers are reported to have lived in Paynesville and transferred over to Point Dawson
by boat. Given that neither sail nor the rudimentary motors of the time would have got them to the
depot much earlier than when it was time to go home again, it is surmised that they lived aboard for
the week, going home for the weekend. The tug Mercury, which was Priestman's consort, was
equipped with accommodation, the quality of which must have rated as "comfortable" as she was
also used to take dignitaries on tours of the Lakes. Most dredging operations would be a
considerable distance from the depot making overnight accommodation necessary.
In later years after relocation of the depot, the wharves installed for the dredgers became "home" to
the decommissioned JCD and Gippsland.
The Rivermouth Fishing Village
As noted previously the first fishing shacks at Rivermouth (Point Dawson) were erected around 1916, after the
PWD dredging depot had transferred to Paynesville and probably on the same site as it was constrained by
the farm allocations on one side and the end of the silt jetties on the other, already erosion was taking away
"the end".

The Rivermouth village with fishing boats moored to the bank.

Alan Evans has prepared the attached drawing of the end of the silt jetty giving location and names of the 19
families living at Rivermouth in 1930. See Issue 5 of The PMM Journal for Alan's description of life and living at
Rivermouth.
The last fisherman moved out in the 1970's and the huts were removed or destroyed.

Conservation and Management
This is the responsibility of the relevant department of the Victorian Government ‐ presently Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP).
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DELWP were requested for information as to "recent" efforts at conservation and management from 1970
onwards but at the time of publication had not done so.

In general it can be said that piecemeal efforts have been applied, mainly unsuccessfully. Wooden and rock
walls seem to fail as the water gets behind them and continues the washing away action ‐ there are many
reminders of this along the silt jetties. Whether serious rock revetments will succeed it yet to be seen but
something of the kind is clearly required if the silt jetties are to be retained.

Sources:






The Silt jetties of the Mitchell river ‐ E C F Bird
A History of Settlement on the Mitchell River Silt Jetties ‐ "Gippsland"
Eagle Point Primary School Centenary Book
The PMM Journal ‐ Issue 5
Discussions with Alan Evans
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Names and Locations of Rivermouth Families c.1930
Alan Evans
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Faces and Places ‐ Old Steamers
Rob Cook
"Faces and Places" is somewhere we can run follow‐up items relating to articles in previous issues of
The PMM Journal. This time we have information arising from Issue 5 and we thank the people
involved for the feedback, it is in this way that we can ensure that the PMM records are the best we
can make them.
More on the SS Lady Hariett: Having recently acquired a copy of Colin Jones excellent book "Lakes
Entrance Passenger Vessels" we can now add to the Lady Harriett story from Issue 5 that she was
built in 1878 by David Drake of Pyrmont (Sydney) for Mr W Hayter.
Specifications for the ship were:






Gross weight: 24 tons
Length: 55'4"
Beam 11'4"
Draft: 5'8"
Engine: 15 hp with a pipe condenser

Jones is also able to inform that in 1921 Lady Harriett sailed away in the hands of new Swedish
owners, unfortunately we know no more.

Lady Harriett on a Sunday school outing on the Mitchell River, 1899
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Issue 1: June 2015
 The John Reeve Expedition of 1842
 SS Gippsland ‐ our biggest ship
 Lady Harriett and her Barge
 Victor Gotch ‐ designer of the Gippsland
 Lock Crowther
 Aboriginal Fishing ‐ a history
 An Interview with Alan Evans
 Bob Bills ‐ speedboat racer
 Sketch of PS Enterprise
 The Unique ‐ Bass Strait fisher from
 The Eagle Bay Compass Piles
Paynesville
 The "iced" T‐Van
 The C C Neill
Issue 6: December 2017
 The Steam Launch Ivanhoe
 Captain Alfred Legg
 PS Kangaroo
 The BLB Club and Mining Company
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 The Silt Jetties of the Mitchell River

Issue 2: December 2015
 Named after Captain Payne
 Sylvius Eriksen ‐ Builder of JCD
 Paynesville's maritime history
 The Burrabogie story
 Paynesville and the Great War

Issue 3: July 2016
 The Priestman Dredge
 The Plungin' Porpoise story
 Canoe in Australia ‐ a 1947 adventure
 The Marriotts and their boats
 Roy Smith ‐ fisherman

Issue 4: December 2016
 Swan Reach lift bridge
 Its Just Fly Fishing Against Netting...
 Boomerang ‐ Superyacht of 1903
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 Seine Netting ‐ Paynesville style
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Copies of The PMM Journal are available from Paynesville Maritime Museum (www,pmm.org.au) and from
the Paynesville and Lakes Entrance newsagencies as well as from the Paynesville Community Craft Centre.
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